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Abstract 
Murota ( I995 ) introduced an M-convex function as a quantitative generalization of the set 
of integral vectors in an integral base polyhedron as well as an extension of valuated matroid 
over base polyhedron. Just as a base polyhedron can be transformed through a network. an 
M-convex function can be induced through a network. This paper gives a constructive proof 
for the induction of an M-convex function. The proof is based on the correctness of a simple 
algorithm, which finds an exchangeable element. We also analyze a behavior of induced functions 
when they take the value --x. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
K~~xYHY~.s: Matroid: Base polyhedron; Submodular system; Convex function 
_ 
I. Introduction 
In 1990, Dress and Wenzel introduced a valuated matroid as a quantitative gener- 
alization of a matroid [ 1, 21. A valuated matroid is a pair of a matroid (E, 3) and a 
function 01: .a --) R which enjoys the following exchange property: 
(VM) VX.YE,#, VUEX-Y, +EY-X such that X-L~+~‘E./A.Y+L/-I.~-.~. 
and 
Such a function o is called a valuation of (E,W). 
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Recently, Murota introduced the concept of M-convex function [4, 6, 71 which is a 
quantitative generalization of integral vectors in an integral base polyhedron as well as 
an extension of (the negative of) matroid valuation over base polyhedron. It is known 
that the set of integral vectors in an integral base polyhedron B C Z’E is characterized 
by the exchange property 
(B-EXC) Vx, y E B, vu E E with x(u) > y(u), 30 E E with x(v) < y(v) such that 
x-x,+~c~B> y+xu-xcEB, 
where xu E (0, l}” is the characteristic vector of u E E. In contrast, an M-convex func- 
tion f : ZE + R U { +m} satisfies, by definition, the following quantitative generaliza- 
tion of the simultaneous exchange property: 
(M-EXC) V,K, y E B, VIA E E with x(u) > y(u), 3v E E with x(n) < y(v) such that 
f(x) + f(Y > 3 se - xu + ill, I+ f(Y + xu - XL 1. 
Heredomgdenotestheset{xEZE/Y(X)<+X}forY:ZEi[WU{~00}.Theprop- 
erty (M-EXC) implies (B-EXC) for dom f of such J’. Note that a matroid valuation is 
nothing but an M-concave (the negative of M-convex) function J’ with dom f C{O, l}E. 
The framework of M-convex function gives us a new understanding for the well- 
solvability of nonlinear discrete optimization problems, e.g., the convex cost flow prob- 
lem, the nonlinear resource allocation problem (see [4-71). An M-convex function 
enjoys nice properties such as the extendability to an ordinary convex function, the 
success of Fenchel-type duality and a (discrete) separation theorem, which convince 
us that the name “M-convex” is reasonable. 
In the theory of (poly-)matroid, there have been considered several operations such 
as reduction, contraction, etc. (see [3] as a relevant reference). Above all, the induction 
by networks is one of the most powerful operations for matroids and base polyhedra 
and includes other operations as special cases. Recent works by Murota [6, 71 revealed 
that the network induction also applies to M-convex functions. 
Let G =( V,A; V+, V-) be a directed graph with two specified vertex sets Vf, 
V- C V such that V+ n V- = 0. We denote an upper and lower capacity functions by 
c:A+ZU{+m}, c:A 4 Z U { -ocj}, respectively, and a weight function by y : A + R. 
Let f+:ZV+ --) R U {+x} be an M-convex function. For any flow cp : A + Z, its cost is 
cost(q) = ~{~(a)~(~) / a EA} + f+((&p)+), and its boundary dq : V---f 27 is defined as 
WV) = ~{&4 I SEA) 1 eaves u} - C{&a) ) a(E A) enters v} (v E V). 
For any function z : V + R, we denote the restriction of z to I’+ and to V- by (z)+ and 
(z)), respectively. A flow q is called feasible if it satisfies the following conditions: 
c(a),<q(a)<~c(a) CUEA), Zq(v) = 0 (V E V - (V+ U VP)), (&p)+ E domf+. 
We define a function ,f’ : Z”- 4 R U { bx~} as follows: 
I 
inf {cost( q) 1 cp: feasible flow, (c(p) _ = ,x} 
f’(.Y) = (3 feasible flow cp with ( ;‘qmm =.I-). 
Cx. (otherwise ). 
We have the following theorem, which is proved by Murota [6, Theorem 7.7: 7. 
Theorem 4.141 based on a characterization of M-convexity by minimizers and on an 
optimality condition for the generalized submodular flow problem [4]. 
The objective of this paper is to provide an alternative simpler proof of this 
theorem. Our proof is fairly straightforward and constructive, by establishing directly 
the condition (M-EXC) for the induced function ,f’. The essence of the proof lies in 
the correctness of a simple algorithm, which for any x. J‘ t dom ,f’ and II E I’ with 
.Y( u ) > J,(U). finds a vertex I’ E V _ with s( (3) < J,( 1‘ ) such that ,f’(s - l,, + x1 ) + j‘( ~3 t z,, 
- z, ) f ,1’(x) $~ f’(~s). More specifically, our algorithm lur)uc~~ IOV has the following 
property: 
The proof of this theorem is given in Section 3. 
We also analyze a behavior of induced functions when they take the \,alue -7~. 
Compared with the case where ,f‘ does not take --3c. a behavior of ,f’ is not known 
yet when it takes -K. Exploiting Theorem 2 we show that such ,f’ takes --x for any 
“interior” vector of dom ,f‘. 
2. The proof for the Induction 
Based on Theorem 2, we first assert a slightly stronger claim than Theorem I. Note 
that the induced function ,f’ may take the value --x while an M-convex function does 
not by definition. 
Theorem 3. For any x, y E dom f’ ~~rztl ~1 E V- \t,ith S(U) > J>(U), thew esi.st.v I’ t 1’ 
\~Yfh .u( I.) < y( L.) .SUC~ that x - xu + L,, C: dom ,f’, J’ + zl, ~ xi E dom ,f’. crnd 
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Proof. Let { q~k )E , , {Ch >E , b e sequences of feasible flows with ($Q- =x, 
(ZI,?~)~ = y such that limk _ ocl cost(cpk) = ,f’(x), limk _ oo cost(&) = of. For each 
k, Theorem 1 assures the existence of feasible flows & $L and a vertex VA- E V- with 
x(vk)<y(c’k) such that (acpi)- =x - xU + xa, (@L)- =y + illI - xLn, and cost(qk) + 
cost($L)/cost((Pk) + cost($k). Since the vertex set V- is finite, there is at least one 
vertex G appearing infinitely in the sequence { c~}~YJ , . Thus, we have an inequality 
f(x) + f(v) = ,:“fc cost(cpk I+ inf coSt(lClk > 
1 k:ci,=t 
> inf cost(cp:) + inf cost(&) 
k:rl=c k:ri=l 
>,f(x - 31u + Xl,) + f(.Y + Ilu - xv). 0 
Theorem 3 reads as follows if f(x) = --oo or f(v) = -cc: 
Corollary 4. Let x, y E dom f ivith either f(x) = -cc or f(y) = -cc Then, fbr 
any u E V- with x(u)> y(u), there exists u E V- with x(v) < y(v) such that either 
f(x-xu+~c)=-cc orf(y+&-&)=-CL 
On the other hand, the claim of the theorem is just (M-EXC) if ,f does not 
take --x. 
Exploiting Corollary 4, we reveal that f(x) = --cxj for any vector x in the “interior” 
of dom f if f takes --co. Since dom f fulfills (B-EXC) by Theorem 3, there exists a 
submodular function p : 2’- + Z U {+x} such that 
domf={xEZvm Ix(x)~~(x) (VX~ v-j, x(v-)=p(v-)). 
For any vector x E ZE, denote by ((x/j the value C{ (x(w) 1 (w E E}. Compare the next 
theorem with the related result for the convolution operation [7, Theorem 5.8 (2)], 
which is a special case of the network induction [6]. 
Theorem 5. Let xo E dom f with J’(q) = -cc. Then f(x) = -cm f&r all x E Z(XO), where 
Proof. We show by induction on the value 1(x -x0/(. 
Supposex=xo-X,+XI fors,tEV-,s#t. Letx’=x-X,Y+Xr. ForanyXCV-, 
if x(X) = p(X) and f EX then s EX since x0(X) =x(X). Hence, x’(X) = p(X), which 
concludes x’ E dom f. Applying Corollary 4 to x0 and x’, we have f(x) = -co. 
Next, assume JJx -x0 /I 3 4. Apply Corollary 4 to x0 and x and obtain either f(xo - xU 
+ x0) = --cx) or .f(x + xU - xr) = --ix: for U, v E V- with xo(u)>x(tk) and Q(V) <x(v). 
Moreover, if x(X) = p(X)( =x&Y)) then (x0 - xU + xc)(X) =(x + ;cU - xv)(X) = p(X), 
yielding x E Z(xo - xU + xL’) I-Y 1(x + xU - xl;). The assumption of the induction implies 
f’(x) = --OG since /lx - (x0 - xU + xL’)jj = (1.x - x~jl -- 2 and I/x - (x + xu - xc)// = 2. 0 
3. An algorithm 
This section proves Theorem 2 by showing the algorithm lu~~~~c~r~o~ Assume v~.l.o.g. 
I’ ’ iJ I’ = I’. otherwise extend the function ,f’+ : P’ -_ Pi U {+x} over ,r”” ’ 3s 
“(I . .I” ) = 
{ 
,f’-(Y 
+X 
and reset C” to C’ - L’-. 
Input of the algorithm is 
) (X=0). 
(x’ E z’ .x0 E IT”-” .I I 
(2 # 0 ), 
I). 
feasible flows (p, $ and a vertex II t I’- with ?c~(u) > C@(U). 
The algorithm maintains a set of four functions CD’, I !/ E a,‘, h’. d’ E Z’. and a v’ertcx 
1%’ E 1’ satisfying the following condition (FBS): 
(FBS) 
(h’)‘, (d’)‘~dom,f’-, (h’)) =(icp)Y -z,,. (cl’) =(?I//)- -t zli. 
h’ = icp’ - %,V. il’ = (‘l/V + III,. 
I F+(y’,b’)+ F’($‘,d’)d F--(y,iy) + F+(I).?$). 
where F-((p’.h’) = ~{;fu)cp’(a) 1 atA}+,f”((h’). ). We refer to such a tuple (($.I//‘. 
h’, a”. IV) as a ,fi~~~-huse t. Note that 11’ and d’ of some flow-base set ((p’, $‘. h’. tl’. 11‘ ) 
are uniquely determined by q’. 4’/‘, and ct’. Our aim is to obtain a How-base set 
((p’. r,V, /,‘.d’. 1.) such that z: E VP and ~‘(p( I’) < ?$( r) since the flows (p’. $’ satisfy the 
condition of Theorem 2. 
.4lgorithm IVD~KTION 
Stcy? 0: Put k=l, (cP,,~,,h,.d,,~,)=(c~,~.r’y,~%,,.(’~+%,,.u). 
Step 1 : Let (y’, I/I’, h’,d’, 1’~ ) be a flow-base set with z’i; fixed which minimizes the 
value Jl(p’ ~ $11. Set (~~,$~,h~,~~.c~) as ((p’,$‘.h’.ti’,ri,) if jlcp’ ~ t/A < llcph ~ t//j, 1’. 
and (cph, I/IA. /?I,, dk. cl, ) otherwise. 
Step 2: CU.WJ 1: If 1’~ E VP and c’r&r~ ) CC ?I/J( CL ). output ((pi. I/J;, hi, d:, I‘A ) and stop. 
CUSC 2: If Case I does not happen and Lk U EL ~ {[IL _I (if defined)} # (n, where 
then take any arc al; E Lt, U E,: - {uk-, (if defined)}. Let I’L +r be another end vertex 
of ah. Set 
q$(ah) - 1 (if al, E &, ). 
(i)A+-i(ak ) = 
q$(U,,)+ 1 (if 111 EEL). 
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&(ak > f 1 (if ok E Lk ), 
tik+l(ak)= 
$;(‘(ak) ~ 1 (if ak E &). 
&se 3: If neither Case 1 nor 2 holds and uk fulfills vk E v+ and bj,(Vk)<dL(vk), 
then find a vertex rk+r E Vf with bL(vk+l)>dL(vk+l) such that 
f+Wd)+  xuk - xvi&, 1-t f+W;)+ - xcn + xs., ><.f+((b;)+)  f+((d;)+). 
Put ((Pk+l,~k+l,bk+lrdk+l,Vk+l)=(~~,~~,b~+X,, -XL’~+,,‘+XC~ +&+,,Vk+l). 
Step 3: Set k = k + 1 and go to Step 1. [End of Algorithm] 
To the end of this section we prove the correctness of the algorithm. Suppose the 
algorithm runs correctly until the (k-1)-st iteration (k 2 1). It may be obvious that 
((Pk,IC/k,bk,dk,vk) iS a flow-base Set. 
Lemma 6. If Case 3 occurs in the (k-l)-st iteration and (40~,*~,b~,d~,vk)=(40/;,~k, 
bk,dk,vk), then Case 3 does not occur in the k-th iteration. 
Proof. BY assumption bL_,(Vk) >dL_,(vk)+ 1, and therefore, bL(vk) &d;(vk)- 1. Thus, 
This means Lk U Ek #(D and Case 3 does not appear. 0 
Lemma 7. vk~{vI,...,vk_l}. 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that vk E {vr , . . . , vk__l} and let i( < k) be the largest 
integer with Vi = Vk. Note that i < k - 2 and that Vi, Vi+], . , Vk-1 are distinct. Since 
either (q:, I//:‘, bL,di, Vi) or (cp:, &, b:,dk, vi) is a flow-base set. In the following, we 
derive a contradiction by showing ]]qi - &Ii < l]q: - $/I\ and //q$ - $+I] < IIq: - $;]I. 
Since llq: - $:I1 = ]Ic,P: - r& 11 by the setting in Step 1, it holds 
IlcP: - hll = IIcPi+l - $i+I II = II’P:+l - $;+I I/ = ” = IIVf, - $Jl. 
Therefore, for any j (i + 1 d j <k ), we have (~1 = (p,, I/J,’ = I,!I, and 
Proof. Lk U El; i{u_ I (if defined)} holds since Case 2 does not happen, and LA CJ EL 
{an_,} if and only if C ase 2 happens in the (k- 1 )-st iteration and lcpi ,([I/, , ) 
~ ~~;_,(a~-,) = I. Thus, 
(?(/I: (1’1, ) - Sl$$( L’i, )
= C{q;(cz)- $L(u)lu leaves L.A} - C{(P;(N) - I/I~(u)~u enters r~i,}<l. 
which provides h:(L’k)<di(Ui:) since (q~b,$~,6~.d~.z’~) satisfies (FBS). WC also have 
(hi )- - (l/i )- = (C:q)- ~ (G/I) - 2x,,, from which it follows 
~~E{~l,EV/h~(W)<d~(M.)}Cl’~U{WE1/ l(?(~(~~.)<i~(,~,)}U{Ir}. 
Since Case 1 does not happen, we have only to show CA #II. Assume I’~ = II. Then. 
k = 1 by Lemma 7 and L1 U El # fl since ?q{( ~1) = ?q(r) > A,b(rr) = ?I#( I, ), tlencc, 
Case 2 happens necessarily, a contradiction. L 
The above lemmas imply that the algorithm necessarily terminates in tinite iterations 
and outputs the desired flow-base set, which concludes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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